KARIKA 27
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The mode of defining mind again suggests the non-difference
between the function and the functioning agent.
The meaning is that the senses cannot have desire individually.
Cf.S. K. 3.
Here starts the reply to the admitting of desire as the collective
activity of the senses.
The reading of the karika in the Yuktidipika is peculiar and the
expression is novel.

KARIKA 28
(Function of the senses)
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The phase of the organs is understood. Their individual and
collective functions should be mentioned now. Though we have to
state the both, 'yet the individual function is mentioned and not the
collective.What is the reason here ? Because it does not form the
part of the context. We have undertaken in succession the context of
the existence of the ear, etc. And, it is stated that the existence of
these is due to the observation of the particular power. That particular power is said to be the individual function now in our theory.'
Therefore, we shall follow that order.
(Objects of the senses)
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With reference to your statement as to in respect of what

object is that function of senses, we reply:
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THE FUNCTION OF THE FIVE (SENSES) IS THE PRIMARY
ABSTRUCT APPREHENSION ONLY IN RESPECT OF THE
FORM, ETC.
The function of the ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose in the form
of the act of hearing, touching, seeing, tasting and smelling with
respect to word, touch, form, taste and smell which are mutually different due to their own differentiation, is called the function. Since in
the mention of the organs ear is enumerated first and there is no purpose in violating the order in the mention. of the object of that we
have read the karika as 'of the five with reference to the word, etc.'
The earlier reading is due to carelessness.i
(Nature of function of the organs)
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As regards your statement as of what nature is the function,
we state-it is intended to be merely the abstruct apprehension.
Apprehension and getting the impression (or knowledge) are
synonymous. The term 'only' is to exclude the particular. For example, when it is stated that the student reads the vedas only, (it is
understood) that he does not read anything else (particularly).
Similarly, when it is stated that the function of the senses is intended
to be the abstruct apprehension only, it is understood that nothing
else particular (is the function).3 What is proved thereby? The statement of the other authorities that knowledge of the general ensues
from the senses and .the -knowledge of the particular belongs to the
intellect, becomes refuted.
(Abstruct apprehension is not the knowledge of generality)
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Proponent : The generality and particularity require each other and
since they do not stand in contradiction in a single object, the
postulation of the other (either of the external or internal
organ) is purposeless. If the knowledge of generality only
would belong to the senses, the knowledge of generality would
not require the knowledge of particularity and similarly the
knowledge of generality, but (actually) wherever is the
knowledge of generality, the knowledge of particularity is not
negated and, hence, both would belong to the senses. Then, the
postulation of the internal organ will not serve any purpose. Or,
what is the contradiction of the internal organ, which has the
knowledge in particular, with the generality? And, hence, both
are possible there and the senses would be purposeless. Therefore, the senses are without understanding. If understanding
would belong to the senses, as there is no fixed object of the internal organ, the same would be the case with the senses, But it
is not so, Therefore, the senses are without understanding.
Moreover, there will be undesirable contingency of transgression
of time. If the understanding would belong to the senses, as the

object of the cognition of the internal organs are the objects of
the three points of time, the same would be in case of the senses. But it is not so. Therefore the senses are without cognition.
Moreover, the remembrance

is not observed (ill case of the sen-

ses). If the cognition would belong to the senses, as there is the

possibility of attainment of the initial form (of the object C0gnised) again in case of the internal organs, the same would be
,
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the case with the senses. This is, however, not so. Therefore,
is established

it

that the senses are without cognition.

(The senses get the form of the objects and do not illumine it)
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: Let the senses be without understanding.

What is the

reason that their function is to receive the (form of the) object
and not as of illuminating them as the lamp does?
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Proponent:

It is not so, because there will arise the undesirable contin-

gency of (acceptance of) some other cause (of knowledge).
senses would be the illuminator
search

(i.e., need)

(cognition

If the

like the lamp, as there is the

for some other instrument

of) pot, etc., illuminating

in case of the

that, the same would be

the case here also. This is, however, not desirable.

Therefore,

the senses are not the illuminators of the objects like the lamp,"
If it is argued that it is wrong due to the existence of internal
organs? If may be like this. There is another organ in the form of intellect which grasps the objects illumined by the senses illuminating
as lamp? Therefore, it is the exposition of others' theory and not the
refutation of it .
It is not so.
Why?
Because

there will be the undesirable

contingency

of non-
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acceptance of either of the lamp or the senses. The senses are .the illuminator -of the objects, as also the lamp. There arises the undesirable contingency of non-acceptance of one of them.
Why?
There is no capability of operation of the two instruments
which produce the same effect at a time.5 Moreover, there will be the
abandonment of (the nature of) the intemal organ. The very nature of
internal organ will be abandoned in case of one who states that the
internal organ grasps the external objects illumined (by the senses)
as a lamp. Therefore, it is wrong (to postulate) the capability of
grasping the objects by the internal objects.6 If it is argued that the
capability belongs to the conscious entity,(we reply) no because there
will arise the purposeless of the organs. The undesirable contingency
of purposelessness of the organ arises in the case of the one who
holds that the conscious entity is capable of grasping the objects
directly. Therefore, it is right that the senses acquire (the form of)
the object and are not the illuminator like the lamp.
(Grasping, illuminating and understanding)
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Opponent: Let it be that the activity of the senses is to grasp the
objects (and) not to understand the objects. What is the
difference amongst grasping, understanding and illuminating
the objects?
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Proponent: Grasping, the function of the senses, is the attainment of
the form of the object by the senses through the contact with
the objects. The determination in the form as 'this is the cow' 'it
is white', 'it is running', etc., following the operation of the senses is the understanding. The function of the senses is in
present time only as with the cessation of the operation of the
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senses when the proximity of the object and the senses come to
an end, the acquiring the form of that object the senses also
comes to an end, there is the acquirement of the impressions
(by the internal organs) through the experience of the form of
the object acquired by the senses, and the remembrance is
caused by that and, thus, the understanding refers to the three
periods of time. This is the difference between the two (viz.,
grasping and understanding). The illumination is external, and
not the acquirement of the form of the object. Through the
refinement after removing the quality of shade which is earthly
in nature and serves as the hindrance for the (knowledge of)
pot, etc., one makes them worthy to menifest so that it renders
a favcur to the eyes. Or, according to others, it (i.e., refinement) refers to both the eyes and the objects.7 Therefore, it is
right to say that the lamp, etc., are agents of illuminating, the
ear, etc., of attaining the form of the object and the internal
organs of determining the objects.
(Material origination of the senses refuted)
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Now it is stated as to what is the function of the organs of
action. The Naiydyikas state like this. The senses. viz., nose, tongue,
eye, skin and the ear come out of the elements (N.S. 1.1.12). Through
the word 'from the elements' is suggested that the act of cognising
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their own object in case of the senses is determined when they are
the products ofthe elements, viz., earth, water, light, air, and the sky.
From thein come out the nose, tongue, eye, skin and ear respectively.
Through the expression 'caused from the elements' the nature of the
elements which will be explained later on is possible in all the five.
The nature of having elements as the cause is as it is stated in the
case of other four. In the case of ear, however, it is to be justified
through usage in the senses of the part of the sky occupied by the
outer part of the ear. In this way, the senses which are elemental in
nature are capable of grasping their own object; hence, their characteristic in the form of that object is proved. Hence, it is stated that
they come out of the elements. This is, however, undesirable to the
authorities of samkhaya. The propounders of Samkhya say thus. The
senses which come out of egoism only accomplish the object (of
grasping the objects) and not otherwise. An efficient cause due to its
very nature of being so is of the nature of doing the act after reaching
the object. How would the senses which are elemental in nature
reach the object situated at a distance? In case they come out of the
egoism, it is possible because of their being all-pervasive.f The nature
of reaching the object is well-stated since it is possible when the function of the senses to attain the form of the object is not different from
the agents. Moreover, the nature of grasping the objects great and
atomic in size is postulated in case of them when they come out of
the egoism, and not when they are elemental in nature. In case of the
elemental objects the efficient cause would grasp the object and the
size of the organs themselves.
(Function of the organs of action)
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Proponent: SPEAKlNG, HANDLING, WALKING, EXCRETION
AND GRATIFICATION ARE (THE FUNCTIONS) OF THE
OTHER (FIVE).
The functions of speech, hand, feet, the anus and generative
organ should be understood as speaking, handling, walking,
excretion and gratification respectively. Out of them, speech is that
by which something is spoken. Therefore, the group of letters in the
form of word, sentence, verse and book, capable of conveying some
neaning, is the object of the organ of speech and not of anything else.
Handling is that by which something is spoken. Therefore, the group
of letters in the form of word, sentence, verse and book, capable of
conveying some meaning? is the object of the organ of speech and
not of anything else. Handling is that by which something is handled.
The prefix anga and bhi are used in the sense of practice or mode.
All that which is the act of handling or seizing in case of washing,
cleaning, touching, studying, striking, art and craft, exercise, etc., is
the object of this sense and not of anything else. Walking means a
particular act of carrying. Whatever is the particular act of walking or
carrying involved in walking in even, uneven, low and high places,
change (of place), acting and exercise, etc., is the object of this sense
and not of anything else. Similarly, excretion is the act of excreting.
Hence, the excretion of the modification of eatern and drunck,
through the way of proper canal of nutriment in the body, is the object of this sense and nothing else. Gratification is the pleasure
covering (the Whole body). Hence, that which results from the eyes
full of exceptional love is the object of this sense and of nothing else.

KARIKA 28
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

The particular power or function forms the definition of organs
as also serves as a probans for their existence.
The correct reading should be sabdbadisu, etc. , in place of
riipadisu,
It is implied that the sen-Seshave no knowledge but get the form
of the object and submit it to the internal organs which transform this apprehension into knowledge. In that stage there is no
particularity in knowledge.
Only the illumination does not serve the purpose. The impression of that object is to be carried to the internal organs. If the
senses would only manifest the object, the purpose of carrying
the impression would not be fulfilled.
If the senses would reveal the object like lamp, one could see
the object in darkness as well because the purpose of lamp
could be served by the senses themselves. Moreover, in the
presence of lamp or in light there would be no purpose to be
served by the senses.
The very nature of the internal organs implies that they do not
come in contact with the external objects directly. If they do so,
they would deviate from their very nature.
The refinement is to help the revealing of the object as also the
help to the senses to turn them fit to get the form of the object.
The idea of all-pervasiveness of the senses is against the statement of the Samkhya that the cosmic matter is all-pervasive
while the evolutes are limited in magnitude (Karika 10).
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(Function of the internal organs)
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: The function of the internal organs should be mentioned

first. There should be the mention of the function of the intellect, egoism and mind first in accordance

with the order in the

evolution.!
What is the reason here?

In this way (only) the order in evolution is followed. Or, the
purpose of deviation from the order should be stated.
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No, because that (junction oj the internal organs) Jollows
the Junction oj tire senses. The understanding of the internal or-

Proponent:

gans follows the function

of the senses. The author will also

state: with regard to the perceptible
imperceptible,

as also with regard to the

the function of the three follows that (function

of the senses).

Therefore,

the mention

of that is made

by

authority first ignoring the order in evolution.
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because the 'I notion' is mentioned

first in the scripture. The scripture

states like this: ' , What no-
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tion is attached to a body situated in the feotus of the mother?
The great knowledge 'I am'. At the time of formation of the
body, it is known 'I am the mahatmya body,.2 The egoism
which proceeds afterwards lies latent. The scriptures are the
authority here. Therefore, the mention of the internal organ
should be made first.
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Proponent: Because that (function of the senses) is desired to be
stated for the purpose of considering it as the cause (of the
function of the internal organs). It is true that the great
knowledge that 'I am' is imposed upon it at the time of the
production of the body. The cognition of the internal organs
with reference to the objects like word, etc., is caused by the
ear, etc., This is denoted by the word caused. It is not right to
mention the effect overlooking the senses. Or, we should not be
told that the mention of the function of the internal organ
should be made first.
What is the reason here?
Because
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THE FUNCTIONS OF THREE INTERNAL ORGANS ARE THEIR
RESPECTIVE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES (DEFINITION)
The respective characteristics mean the individual characteristic of their own. The grammatical operation, viz., taddhita is in
the sense of its own. The state of difference is caused by the intervention of time and words. The function only is stated in the form of
definition in case of the intellect, egoism and the mind since their
(other) essential nature is not capable of being stated because of
their subtleness. Similarly, it is not possible to state the definition (or
the peculiar characteristic) of ear, etc., on account of thier subtleness, and hence their function only is stated and not the definition or
peculiar characteristic. Their functions only serve as their definition.
That which is capable of getting abstruct apprehension of the word is
the ear. Similarly, should be said in the case of other senses also. The
peculiar characteristic of the intellect, egoism and mind are stated to
. be the ascertainment, etc. Stating the same as the function and stating the peculiar characteristic also in the form of that as also the
same in case of ear, etc., the author suggests the non-difference between the function and the agent. Otherwise, as the ascertainment,
etc., are the characteristic, the function of grasping the form, etc.,
would be stated as the characteristic only and the function. As in the
case of ear, etc., the ascertainment, etc., are said to be the function
and not the characteristic in case of intellect, etc. Therefore, the
mention in the other form is su¥.estive of the non-difference between the function and the agent. Thus is explained the function of
the organ.
(Definition as the peculiar function)
~
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THIS IS PECULIAR TO EACH
The pronoun 'that' refers to the function stated earlier. With
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the pronoun 'this' the author relates to directly presented (discussion) the same which is drawn from above. The expression 'is'
proclaims the understanding (or indication) of its identity with the
other property to be mentioned later on. The term ' peculiar' refers
to the property or quality. The term 'general' means common. That
which is not general is uncommon. It is to be stated that it is fixed
with (or is peculiar to) each organ. The functions of the phases of the
organs, ascertainment, etc., which are enumerated earlier in succession are fixed with (i.e.,
is peculiar to) each of the organs taken
separately. Thus is proved the absence of commingling of the nature
of these intellect, etc., which is suggested through the state of being
the cause of a particular effect (i.e., activity).
(Common function of all the senses)
arr~, M"II;::(Ojf~ilt'p~lf{dt(j~~(qI~ftIJOtI;::(Ojf~
tiOlqftl~uFc!Oq;1
q;{OIH IJOtft
1JOt
1'"41 'IF~f{~sl!lklq$l~lli
(jfl"ll~ftlqN

~

ftIJOtI;::(Ojfllll4ff{~ftIJOtI'"4IN 'If'dHJlFd I

I

Opponent : When it is stated that ascertainment, etc., are the
uncommon function of the senses, it means by imilication that there
is their common function also because with the mention of uncommon the common also becomes mentioned since the common and
. uncommon require (i.e., depend upon) each other. Therefore, that
(common) also should be stated.

~flIQI"'4(fi'(uiqM: 'Sl11JT1m

m=r=n U q;{ul'IFij:

cm:rcr: 'QlJ II~~ II

ftIJOtI'"4q;{ol'IF'd:I SlIOI~illm ~

qHftJOtI.{j~loqHI: 1:l1r ft4f(1Cf){ol'IF'd: SI('l!qJI~44Fd I ~: ~:
4~I~tCffq

~ "SJTl1ITW:, JfIUIT~:

'SI1llT

m

I

Proponent: THE FUNCTION COMMON TO ALL THE ORGANS IS (CIRCULATION OF) THE FIVE VITAL AIRS,
PRANAETC.
The expression 'the function common to all the organs 'means
the function of the organs which is common. The expression prana
etc.' means those of which prana is the first. The circulation of the
five vital airs, viz., prana, apana, samana, udana and vyana should be
uderstood as the function of the organs collectively. It is stated in the
Upanisads also that prima is with (or common to all of them).
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3{N, 3i~~d11
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~lql(~I"l~

I ~"if ~

~

tlRi'~1{Ctr"d\llqljqq~:I i'{i'dl(ftI~

~~i~H'lI ~

'lrqtl~tct1rct I

Opponent : This is wrong. Why ? Because there is no possibility of
becoming a function of a qualified object by some other
qualified object (i.e., an object cannot be the function of the
other object). The word function denotes activity. And, one
qualified object connot be the function of other qualified
object,"

~-

~ cWf

CflRonQ"lRI11~ftI?!d11 ~

GflCfl<:"'tF~tl"'ll
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~

slIoflq"ll('ftcIT ll!'Ilji4~-~~:~

I

I

Proponent: No because the effect is metaphorically spoken to be the
cause. It is true that a qualified object cannot be postulated as
function of some other qualified object. However, the air circulated by the function of the organs common to all is said to be a
function of them because it. is circulated by them. Thus,
metaphorically applying the name pra!1a (i.e., activity in circulation of the air) to the air, which is the object of activity involved in prsna.erc., it is stated -the five vital airs praQa, etc.,
~SF~4(1ffirI1Fct

~~Cfil!lqd<qIIRl~Sl!li~(~fld~

~

~~~F:~?
Opponent: If it is argued that it is wrong because the circulation of
that (by the organs) is not yet established? It may be like this.
How is it known that the activity in air is when it is circulated by
other object and not independently?
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trn I ;r ~ frtf.if~'dl~'Wf~<::Hlll'1lq;f~q;(qI(t'I (ff1ll~'df?tftffim 'l'lllf(1q;{OI~:I

Proponent: It is not of its own because there is no possibility of being
different from that. The activity of the air which is accidentally
different from it may be independently of its own or due to
some other reason different from the function of the senses.
What does it prove?
The activity is not possible independently.
Why?
Because it would involve the undesirable contingency of its
presence everywhere. If the circulation of the air in the direction. is
admitted to be natural, there will be the possibility of its presence
everywhere. In that case the act of falling down (or flying) in the
direction (or the function of the flying or falling down of a bird)
could come to an end.5 It is not caused by some other object.
Why?
Because it is 110' observed. The capacity of circulating the air is
not observed anywhere in the earth, etc. If you argue that it is observed anywhere in case of balloons, etc., (we reply) no, because it is
caused, by something else. In this case the activity of Caitra etc., is
observed and, hence, it should be admitted that some other cause is
certainly observed. It if is argued that it is the soul (which activates),
we reply, no, because the activity is already negated (in case of soul).
It is established earlier that the soul is inactive. The act of instigating
is not possible in case of the inactive entity. It is not that it is not
caused because the objects which differ in nature (or differ from
other naturally) are not causeless since thay are not accidental.
Therefore, whatever is that cause, it is the activity of all the senses.
(Pr~a, etc., are not a single air)
tJ ~
WCfCfi
~
~~
~

~
~

~

~Hti~l<fqflqlstHI&n

I~
I ~?
ClI$lcll4lfrtfd ~~:

'ltfftJ I ~

00: ~

g'lq(q{~<lfd:t14~(Jtm[ I '{4f1ll<'{4I d~d{q;taq;f{1l;q;I~~
I ~-

JI'TUTl'W qr:rq: -qw I

That air is one but is given different names due to its particularity of circulation at different places. Just as the same person
Devadatta by name is somewhere a cook and somewhere a woodcutter.
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That is wrong.
Why?
Because of its contradiction with the mutual pre-eminence at a
lime. It is admitted that the later air is pre-eminent in comparison to
the earlier. This is not possible in case of one at a time. Therefore, it
is right that pra'pa, etc., are the five airs.
(Pra~a)

, fcf; ~

sliollc:.l'1i~~?

Opponent: What is the definition of pral}a ,etc. ?
I~

~..!.~m:~:
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Proponent : The praJ.la, etc., are of two kinds -coming inside and
going outside the body - It is called praQa because it goes (inside) through the nose and the mouth, and because of the inclination (of being towards it). That internal air which enters
(inside) through mouth and the nose is the pra!la. That inclination is observed in the beings sometimes. For example, the
Army is inclined; the tree is inclined; this fellow is inclined for
virtues; this (man) is inclined for wealth, this (man) is inclined
for pleasure; this (man) is inclined for learning. Or the activity
of the external vital airs is observed in the case opposite to
these. This is observed in ,the case of the beings also. The same
becomes manifest here. For example , after knowing the one
overpowered with great misery, separated from a near relative,
accompanied with a herd of cattle, or the buffalo fallen in the
pool," (Apana)
¢lqSiFlliolicillqH:I
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That is wrong.
Why?
Because of its contradiction with the mutual pre-eminence at a
time. It is admitted that the later air is pre-eminent in comparison to
the earlier. This is not possible in case of one at a time. Therefore, it
is right that prapa, etc., are the five airs.
(Pra~a)
,

~ ~

stlotl~l'1j

~aJUTflffir ?

Opponent: What is the definition of pral}a ,etc. ?
~..:.ftRtTI:~:
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Proponent : The pra';1a, etc., are of two kinds -coming inside and
going outside the body - It is called praQa because it goes (inside) through the nose and the mouth, and because of the inclination (of being towards it). That internal air which enters
(inside) through mouth and the nose is the pra?a. That inclination is observed in the beings sometimes. For example, the
Army is inclined; the tree is inclined; this fellow is inclined for
virtues; this (man) is inclined for wealth, this (man) is inclined
for pleasure; this (man) is inclined for learning. Or the activity
of the external vital airs is observed in the case opposite to
these. This is observed in ,the case of the beings also. The same
becomes manifest here. For example , after knowing the one
overpowered with great misery, separated from a near relative,
accompanied with a herd of cattle, or the buffalo fallen in the
pool.? (Apana)
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And the apsna is called so because it goes down, The air inside
the body which goes downward and pulls down the fluid, scretion or
the ingredients of ,the body, semen virile, urine, excrement (which are
constituents of the body) menstural fluid, and the embroy is called
the apana. The exter aal function of the apana is the function of going
down or retreating in the beings just as this has gone down from the
virtue or from the opposite of that. That is the object of apana. This
is more powerful than the prfina air.
Why?
It brings down the prana air which is at a higher place and it
controlls it though seated below. It is manifested in these cases: One
moving around the well or a hole or in the case of one crossing a
centipede.
(Samana)
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The Samana is called so because it is located in the heart and
stays in its association. The air which is located in the midst of prana.
and apana is the samdna air functioning inside the body. Whatever is
associated in the being in collecting together with the other partner is
the external function of the samana air just as I shall give in association with other; I shall sacrifice with' others; I shall practise penance
together with others, I shall stay with wife, sons, brothers and
friends. This is the object of samaria. This is more powerful than
pra9a and apana, It controlls the prana and apana which are present
above and below it respectively, itself remaining in the middle. It becomes manifest in the following cases: the dog giving forth the essential part (of the body) or the bull carrying load, or the restling noise
of the sheep afflicted by heat. When the life of the beings comes to
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an end, it moves irregularly up and down the pra!la and apana air
(which are at that time) like the ununited horses and leaves (casts
oft) the body.7

(Udfna)
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The udlina is called so because it goes upto, i.e., mounts the
head and because it moves the soul upward. The air inside the body
is called udana which mounts the head above the places of pral)a,
apana and samana taking with it the fluid and scretion and returning
from there after being obstructed and due to the particular contact
(lit. attaining the particular place and organ) it becomes the cause
for the manifestation of the word in the form of letter, word, sentence, verse and a book. Whatever is the notion of self-superiority in
the being as 'I am superior to the lower (persons)', 'I am equal to my
equals', 'I am superior to those similars to me' , 'I am equal to the
great man', or 'I am superior to superiors' (is due to this). Or, it is the
'I notion' with reference to the form or status like' 'I am so in this' in
case of an educated person. For example, beginning from the major
particular difference to the minor particular difference is the external function of the udana as 'I belong to the non-virtuous' or 'I am a
virtuous man'. This is the object ofudana. It is more powerful than
the earlier.
How?
Because it
downward or in
manifested in the
seeing a man with

takes upwards the prapa.etc., present upward,
the middle; it draws them upward only. It is
case of one sprinkled with cold water or the one
a unsheated sword and ready for discharging it.
(Vyana)
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The vyana is called so because it pervades the body, and because of its being in the case of intimate association. The air inside
the body which sustains the prana, etc., and which pervading the
whole body right from the nail to the hair and causes the movement
in vital parts and the group of the gross (earth) elements, fluid and
scretion (in the body) is thevyana·:.Whatever is the state of absolute
non-separation in the being, is the external object of vyana. For example, a chaste and virtuous wife follows her husband (after his) with
an intention that she may get the same husband in other births also.
Similarly, (the absolute non-separation) from virtue, etc., and their
opposites. It is the most powerful of all.
How?
There is the equal position of the pra~a, etc., which when controlled by him pervade the whole body. At the time of death it is
manifested as present in non-separable states in the livingbeings. For
example, when the feet become cold in snow, the sound exists in
ankle, shank, hips, belly, chest and throat. This is the external vyana'.
In this way are explained the five airs, prana, etc., indicated by their
particular location and activities (location, activities or particularities). The instigation of them is the common function of the
organs.S
(Life or Eight Pranas)
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In other systems it is called effort. And, not desisting from its
activities due to the manifestation of the past impressions of virtuous
deeds, etc., it is call1ed life. It is said also:
The internal function of the organs collectively is like a lamp,
without the light (of their own)9 and is of the nature of the activities,
the sustainer of the body and is the life. A human being keeps alive
upto the time that (function) abounding in Rajas is not restrained
and strikes the air, and continues due to the non-return (non-cessation) of the virtue, etc.
Here, through the force of the mention of the common activities of the senses the prana, etc., are the five airs. The senses of
knowledge are the sixth (prana) the senses of the action the seventh,
and the egoism, the eighth. The word pur refers to the knowledge at
the state of egoism because it is stated:
Since the knowledge as an act in the egoism completes the
causes, it is called pur, which is the eighthknowledge of the enjoyer
(i.e., experiencer conscious entity).
The knowledge residing in the egoism is experienced by the
conscious entity p-esent in the intellect onlylO since the author will
speak as -
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These mutually different modifications of the three constituents and resembling a lamp illumining the entire purpose of the
conscious entity present it to the intellect (K. 36). And, because the
intellect accomplishes the experience of the conscious entity in
respect of all the (objects) (Ka 37.)
Therefore, that (knowledge) only is the pur. The scripture also
says so: the five (are) the airs, namely prapa, apana, samana, udana
and vyana. Sixth is the mind seventh is the pur (knowledge in
egoism), eighth is the speech. Through the mention of speech is the
mention of the phase of organs of action. Through the mention of
mind is the mention of the phase of organs of knowledge. This group
of eight prapas which are related to the modification becomes (i.e.,
serves) as the eternal part as a place of support for the seer soul
which has attained a body.u It is unbreakable, undivisible, uncombustible and undestructible. The external bodies which are non-eternal in nature and serve as the (water) and clay are non-eternal and
grow.
(Source of Action)
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Reply: That (function) proceeds from the sources of the action. The Rajas fallen from the intellect is affected by passion or
emotion; the five sources of activities are like the egg (which are)determination,
faith, desire for pleasure, desire for knowledge and
the absence of desire for knowing. It is stated also:
That which has fallen down from the intellect and has not attained the characteristic (state) of knowledge is the (mediate) opreation and is the source of knowledge like the egg, for a cock.
To them (sources of action) belong the characteristics and their
objects, with essence, the quality and mutual connection. Out of
them, the characteristics are as - not deviating from the resolution is
the determination,
faith is state of the seed of the notion that the
acts prescribed in sruti must be performed without aiming at their
results; desire for pleasure is the expansion (enjoyent) of intellect
caused by the desire for the fruit of the perceptible (means) and the
means prescribed in the scriptures; desire for knowing is the lust to
know the objects; absence of that desire for knowing is the cessation
(or destruction) of it. When the being having/the inclination for virtuous or vile actions, having or not having the desire to know leaves
the body, attains the source fit for that activity. Attaining that he
promotes his interest in that only. This is the characteristic along
with the essence. It is stated also:
When one does not keep his promise in words, acts, deterrnina-
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tion, and afterwards becomes firm and determined in that; this is the
definition of determination,
absence of envy, celibracy, sacrifice for
himself, sacrifice for others, austerity, charity, to accept charity and
purity-are said to be the characteristics of faith.
When the one desirous of happiness is engaged in learning,
(religious) acts or austerities, he always makes an atonement, and always remains with a desire for happiness.12 The definition of desire
is in the form that the duality, oneness, distinctness, eternal, sentient,
non-sentient, subtle, the (theory of) pre-existence of effect should be
known.
The state of those engaged in meditation is always (in the form
of) the absence of desire to know just like that of the one who has
drunk the poison, is in the sleeping condition and is intoxicated, and
it brings about the destruction of the effect and means (body). It is
calJed the natural state (of the yogins). 13
These are its objects with the essence. The determination
refers to all object. The faith is with reference to the stages of life.
The desire of happiness is about the perceptible objects and those
mentioned in the scripture. The desire to know is about the manifest
objects. The absence of desire is about the non-manifest objects.
The combination of constituents is like this. The Rajas and Tamas
dominate in the case of determination. The faith abounds in Sattva
and Rajas. The desire for pleasure abounds is Sattva and Tamas. The
desire to know abounds in Rajas. The absence of desire to know
abounds in Tamas. It is stated also:
One who knows the definition" the objcet with essence and the
combination of three constituents belonging to the five causes, him I
consider the best of the strives (or an eminent striver).
Thus are explained the prana, etc., and the source of action.
(Control over the Vital airs)
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After understanding these two one should follow the right
path.14 The internal operation of the vital airs being unconditioned
cannot be terminated through the termination of attainment of the
states of the Rajas, Tamas and the means of virtue, etc. Since the external function is related to virtue etc., it should be employed. If it is
asked how, (the reply is)-The (act of) going down of the pral}a.
should be restricted to (i.e., exclusively concentrated. upon) the
objcets like virtue, etc. From this follows the increase in Sattva and
with the increase in Sattva there follows gradually an understanding
of the form of the intellect. The act of going upward pertaining to
apana should be exclusively concentrated upon the objects like virtue, etc. In this way there is the complete decrease of the Tamas
which is situated in the form of the object of discriminative
knowledge, and then follows gradually the understanding of the form
of the intellect. In this way, one should make the association of the
objects of samaria and vyana leading to the Sattva constituent. Becuase the scripture states: "One should always take delight in and be
associated with Sattva." The object of U dana is the upliftment of the
soul. After completely giving up the last form of the phase
of ignorance one should completely resort to the oppsite of that.
One should cherish the invariable concomitance which forms the object of the vyana in the object of knowledge only. One should reduce
the potency (dharmata) of the four causes to the causal potency of
virtue. One should cherish the absence of the desire to know with
reference to causes leading to the undesired results. One who takes
delight in virtue, etc., and is deviod of the opposites of them, taking
pleasure in Sattva, is deviod of egoism, is devoted to knowledge, has
purified the causes, attains supreme Brahman quickly. It is stated
also:
The wise man after firmly establishing the absence of the
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operation of the praI}as with reference to the external objects and establishing them in the right path, and deviod of injurious dirt, attains
the immortal and eternal place.
After establishing the five causes in the cuasal potency of virtue, etc., and advanced in that should not deviate from it absolutely
(even from bottom).
Thus is explained the individual and the collective activity of
the organs.

KARIKA 29
1.

The Samkhyas proceed from intellect to the gross elements in
discussing the categories. Thus, the place of internal organs
precedes the external organs.

2.
3.

The mahatmya body perhaps refers to the notion of '1'.
The manuscript read anyatvasya. Pandey suggests ananyatvasya.
We have followed his suggestion.
The sense is that prana, etc. , spoken as the objects of the internal organs are of the nature of air which is an element while the
activity should be of the nature of action. Prava, etc., therefore,
cannot be spoken as the activity of some other object. The reading dharmantaram by Ch. and Pandey both should be dharmyantarah.
If the air is supposed to blow of its own, its activity would never
come to an end and as a result a bird in the sky could always fly
due to the activity in air and it would not be required to act for
the circulation of the air to fly. Consequently, if the activity is
always in the air, a bird co,!ld never fall on the ground.
This is the air going outside the body in much quantity.
It keeps the balance of the other airs in the body and controls
their movements.

4.'

5.

6.
7.
8.

Perhaps it refers to the Nyaya-Vaifesika. The function is attributed to the soul in those systems.
9. They serve as the substratum of light and manifest it. The light
stands for consciousness.
10. It is because the conscious entity does not have direct contact
with the egoism. The function of egoism is also experienced
through the intellect it self.
11. The soul accompanied with these eight can be termed jiva.
12. Such a man always keeps repenting, and neither does he enjoy
fully nor does he acts satisfactorily.
13. It is the state of meditation in which the basic aim is not the
knowledge,
14. It suggests that only the Samkhya way of liberation is the right
path.

KARIKA 30
(Opponent's view of simultaneous function of the organs)
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Opponent : Is the operation of the four organs with reference to a
single object, like form, etc., simultaneous or gradual.' If it is
asked (why) does the"doubt arise, (the answer is) because it is
observed in both the ways. The function of the objects with a
single object is observed to be simultaneous also just as that of
the eyes or the mind with reference to the disc of the moon;2
and gradual also just as that of the honey, water and milk with
reference to a pot. The four organs have a single object. Therefore, there arises a doubt in us as to whether the function
belongs to the organs working simultaneously as the function of
the eyes and the minds, or whether it takes place gradually as
that of the honey, etc.
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Proponent : Tell as you experience it.
What do you think proper in this case?
If you rightly teach, what is the obstinacy? We will accept that
only.
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Opponent's Reply: If it is so, the following is our theory here:
The function of the four is simultaneous only. The word tu
means restriction. The sense is 'it is simultaneous only'. Intellect
egoism and the mind, as also the sense organs are located at the
same place. It cannot be stated that even though the power (in the
organ) and their contact with the object is present, yet the function of
some takes place while that of the other does not. Moreover, the successive order is not observed in case of the thunder of the cloud, etc. If
there would be the successive function of the ear, etc., and the internal organ with reference to the external object, that successive order
would be observed in case of the abstruct knowledge of thunder of
the cloud and also at the sight of a black snake. It is, however, not observed. Therefore, the function of the four with reference to the external object is simultaneous. only.
(Simultaneous functions of the organs refuted)
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Reply: As regards the statement that the function of the ear, etc.,
and the internal organ is at a time (simultaneous), we reply that
it is wrong.
What is the reason here?
Because according to us :
AND, OF THAT (GROUP OF THOSE FOUR) SUCCESSIVE
(FUNCTIONING) ONLY IS MENTIONED.
Through the expression 'of that' all the four are related here.
The term ca (and) is in the sense of restriction.' It is successive only.
The falling of the function of the external organ and the internal
organ into a single object is gradual only.
As regards the statement that there is no propriety of the absence of the function of those having the same location, in the
presence of the power and the contact (of the senses with the object), we reply : it may be like the eyes, etc. Just as even though there
is the (possibility) of the capacity and the contact with the object in
the case of the eye and the skin even when the eye and the skin are
located at the same place the touch only of dust, shade and heat or
sunshine is apprehended, not the form. Similar may be the case here
also. Therefore,
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IN THE CASE OF THE PERCEPTIBLE, SIMILARLY IN THE
CASE OF THE IMPERCE~lBLE
(OBJECTS)
The function of the four is successive only. Here, through the
mention of the word imperceptible is denoted, the knowledge of the
objects of past and future time and those obstructed (and hence imperceptible). The knowledge of the past is of two kinds: That of the
object directly perceived and of the object which is not directly perceived. Here also that the object of which is not perceived at that
-time is described to be the recognition, and that the object of which
is not directly perceived is desired to be remembrance/' That takes
place through either of the probandum, scripture or suddenly. It is
stated by the powerful varsagana vira also
The knowledge of
the objects of future and obstructed ones arises through probans and
the scripture. It is stated also:
Knowledge arisi ng through the sense - object contact is called
the perceptive knowledge. And when the same object is recollected
through past impression when it had become invisible, it becomes
remembrance. The same knowledge which depends upon past impression when after some time comes under the purview of the senses is said to be recognition. There is no doubt, the successive order
in case of the perceptible object.
As regards the statement that on account of the absence of observation of succession, there is the simultaneous function of the four
with reference to perceptive knowledge of the objects like the
thunder of the cloud and the sight of the black snake, we reply that
this is also wrong.
What is the reason here?
Because
THE FUNCTION OF THE THREE FOLLOWS THAT (FUNCTION
OF THE RESPECTIVE EXTERNAL ORGANS).
The intellect, egoism and mind do not have the capacity of cognising the external objects directly because of (otherwise) undesirable contingency or the impropriety of impossibility of their
being the internal organs, of the uselessness of ear, etc., and of the
contradiction with their (relation) of the gates and the gatekeeper.
Therefore, there is first the contact of the ear etc., with the object.
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The same case must be accepted in case of the thunder of the cloud,
etc. Afterwards, is the function of the internal organ also because it
follows the function of that (external organ); thus there is the succession in this case also. In that case, it is wrong to say that since the succession is not found in case of the thunder of the cloud, etc., the
function of the four is simultaneous.
(Another interpretation of the Karika)
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By others, however, the connection of the words (in the present
Karika) is shown (or mentioned) in a different way. It is like this. Of
the four, etc., means of the internal organs, viz., mind, egoism and intellect with the one external organ as the ear or the eye. The simultaneous function of this (group of four) in case of the perceptible i.e.
the present time is_suggested by the earlier authorities by the
(present) authority (Isvarakrsna) however, successive (function is
suggestedj.ln the case of imperceptible, i.e. the objects of past also it
is successive only because the function of the three internal organs
follows that of the external organ. Whatever kind of experience is
there the impression is of that nature. As the impression, so is the
remembrance. In this way, the function (of the internal organs)
follows that of the external organ.

KARIKA 30
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

The four organs meant here are the three internal organs, mind,
egoism and intellect and the one respective external organ involved in perception.
When moon is seen, its knowledge arises as soon as i~ is observed. The function of the eye and the internal organs seems to
be simultaneous.
It is still a matter of deep consideration whether I£varak!~!la
takes it in the sense of grouping together or restriction.
This is the distinction between the remembrance and recognition. The common factor in both the cases is the knowledge of
the object cognised earlier. But, in case of recognition, the object is present at the time of recognition while the object is not
present at the time of remembrance.
Some portion of the text is missing here.

KARIKA

31

(Each sense performs its individual function)
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Opponent : Dose the function of these organs take place with the
restriction to their own objects (or otherwise) blending
together?
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Proponent : Of course, earlier only after stating that the function of
the five is the primary abstruct apprehension in respect of the
form, etc, (K. 28), it is finally taught by the 'authority' that is the
uncommon', etc., (K. 29). Inspite of this much you are entertaining doubt.
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. Opponent: Yor are asking why does the doubt airse, we reply, it is
true. But still the doubt airses.
why?
Because the eagerness ill all organ is observed when the respective
object is cognised by the other organ. The eagerness and activity in the
other organ, viz., tongue is observed when the form of the mango or a
pomegranate fruit is perceived by the eye.' If the senses would have
been restricted to their respective objects, there would not have been
the cognition of its own object as dependent upon the help of the
other organ because the object of that organ is already cognised by
that respective organ.2 And that is there. Therefore, the doubt is
valid. What is your resolution here?

